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Commentary: Texas Suit Is One Among Many
Attempts to Undo Pre-Existing Condition Protections
By Sarah Lueck
Two events are bringing renewed attention to the future of the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA)
insurance protections for people with pre-existing medical conditions: a hearing in a legal case that
would invalidate those protections and Senate hearings on the Supreme Court nomination of Brett
Kavanaugh, who if confirmed could preside over challenges to the law. Top Trump Administration
officials and Republicans in Congress have said they support protecting people with pre-existing
conditions. Yet such statements ignore efforts they and others are engaging in that would weaken or
end these protections.
In late August, Seema Verma, who heads the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
said that she supports “appropriate protections” for people with pre-existing conditions, and that if
current law changes, the Trump Administration “would work with Congress to address that issue to
make sure that they had the appropriate protections in place.”1
The Administration decided, however, not to defend the ACA in the suit from the state attorneys
general that seeks to invalidate the law.2 Instead, the Administration has urged the court to invalidate
the law’s core protections for people with pre-existing conditions. It also recently finalized federal
rules that will expand short-term insurance plans that are exempt from ACA pre-existing condition
protections, which will raise premiums for people seeking comprehensive coverage in the individual
insurance market — especially middle-income people with pre-existing conditions.3
In addition, congressional Republican leaders have repeatedly sought to pass legislation that would
eliminate or greatly diminish the ACA’s protections. And even a new Senate proposal, billed as a
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move to protect people with pre-existing conditions from the potential harms of the Texas case, fails
to accomplish that.

New Senate Bill Would Permit a Return to Harmful Insurer Practices
In the Senate, a dozen Republicans are backing the “Ensuring Coverage for Patients with PreExisting Conditions Act” (S. 3388),4 which they say would “guarantee Americans have equal health
care coverage, regardless of their health status or pre-existing conditions,” in the event that the
plaintiffs in the Texas case are successful. In reality, the proposed bill falls far short of that goal.
While it would bar insurers from denying coverage or charging people higher premiums due to
health status — two protections that are at risk in the Texas case — the bill would fail to maintain
other safeguards in the individual insurance market that are critical for people with pre-existing
conditions.
The new Senate bill would allow insurers to once again:
• charge higher premiums based on non-health factors that can strongly correlate to health risk,

such as gender and occupation;

• charge older people far more, compared to younger people, than is currently permitted (most

older people have pre-existing health conditions);

• exclude coverage altogether for people’s pre-existing medical conditions; and
• revive “post-claims underwriting,” in which insurers investigate the health histories of people

enrolled in their plans, in order to classify health care services as related to a pre-existing
condition and therefore not covered by the plan. If insurers can once again exclude coverage
of pre-existing conditions, as S. 3388 would permit, they will have an incentive to comb
through enrollee medical records and deny claims they can link (even tenuously) to a person’s
prior health conditions, tests, or symptoms — particularly after enrollees receive very costly
care.5

In most states, the bill likely would mean a return to pre-ACA insurer practices, such as women
being charged more than men for the same health plan, people with pre-existing conditions being
denied coverage of health care services that would be covered if they were healthier, and wide
variance in protections depending on state law. Under S. 3388, a person with heart disease
technically could purchase a plan (because insurers cannot deny them based on their illness), but
then may find that, if they have a heart attack, the costs aren’t covered because the medical event is
related to a pre-existing health condition. Even people who do not know they have a pre-existing
condition could face challenges to their claims from health insurers. In most states, prior to the
ACA, a medical condition could be considered “pre-existing” and excluded from coverage even if it
was not previously diagnosed or treated but merely produced symptoms that would cause an
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“ordinarily prudent” person to seek medical advice. And in several states, even conditions that didn’t
produce symptoms were considered pre-existing.6
Not only would a return of post-claims underwriting leave some people with overwhelming
medical expenses, it would also inject new uncertainty for all enrollees in the individual market, as
neither they nor their health care providers could be completely confident that their insurer would
pay for medical services they need rather than deny their claims as related to a pre-existing
condition.

Other Bills Seek to End or Weaken Pre-Existing Condition Protections
Meanwhile, the Administration continues to advocate for legislation proposed in the Senate last
September that, among other things, would have ended the ACA’s nationwide ban on charging
sicker people higher premiums. Under that legislation, introduced by Senators Bill Cassidy, Lindsey
Graham, Dean Heller, and Ron Johnson, states could freely lift this ban. (Senators Cassidy, Graham,
and Heller are also among the sponsors of S. 3388.) Under the bill, states could also waive other
ACA consumer protections, such as the requirement that plans cover essential health benefits, which
include services such as mental health treatment and prescription drugs that are often crucial for
people with pre-existing conditions.7
The Cassidy-Graham bill8 would have let states waive these protections for any insurance plan
subsidized by the bill’s block grant to states (which would replace the ACA’s Medicaid expansion
and marketplace subsidies, both of which would be repealed). A state that used even a small portion
of its block grant funds to provide tiny subsidies to all individual market plans could then waive the
ACA rules for its entire individual market. And, while insurers in these states would still be barred from
denying coverage to people with pre-existing conditions, they could offer them plans
with premiums of thousands or tens of thousands of dollars per month9 — a distinction without
much of a difference for consumers.
Indeed, under the bill “most states” would ultimately modify their insurance-market rules, and
“coverage for people with preexisting conditions would be much more expensive in some of those
states than under current law,” the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) concluded.10 Similarly,
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the Federation of American Hospitals said in a joint statement, “the bill will… undermine safeguards
for those with pre-existing conditions. Without these guaranteed protections, people with significant
medical conditions can be charged much higher premiums and some may not be able to buy
coverage at all.”11
Support for Cassidy-Graham was strong enough that Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
initially indicated last summer that he would bring it to a vote,12 changing course after at least three
Republican senators announced their opposition. Not only did the Trump Administration support
the proposal last year, but the President’s fiscal year 2019 budget proposal urged “enactment of
legislation modeled closely after the Graham-Cassidy-Heller-Johnson (GCHJ) bill as soon as
possible.”
In addition, the ACA repeal bill that the House passed in May 2017 included the “MacArthur
amendment,” which allowed state waivers similar to those under Cassidy-Graham.13 CBO found that
under the House legislation, in some states, “less healthy individuals (including those with
preexisting or newly acquired medical conditions) would be unable to purchase comprehensive
coverage with premiums close to those under current law and might not be able to purchase coverage at all”
(emphasis added).14
Furthermore, while ACA repeal legislation that the Senate considered last summer wouldn’t have
let states waive the ACA’s ban on charging higher premiums to people with pre-existing conditions,
it would have let states waive the essential health benefit standards.15 This would have led to large
increases in out-of-pocket costs for those needing the essential services that insurers ceased to cover,
including people with pre-existing conditions.16 Later versions of the Senate bill also incorporated
the so-called “Cruz amendment,” which would have created a parallel individual market, operating
alongside the ACA market, in which the ACA’s pre-existing conditions protections and other market
reforms would no longer apply.17 The Administration’s rule changes to short-term insurance plans,
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as well as to association health plans,18 seek to achieve a similar result by expanding the availability of
health coverage not subject to ACA rules.
Even as they worked to weaken pre-existing condition protections, various policymakers have
sought to portray themselves as supporting those protections. In June, when the Administration said
it would not defend the ACA’s main pre-existing condition protections in the Texas lawsuit, Senator
McConnell said, “Everybody I know in the Senate, everybody is in favor of maintaining coverage for
pre-existing conditions.”19 Similarly, the Administration attempted to distinguish its legal stance in
the lawsuit from its policy views, with Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar saying, “We
share the view of working to ensure individuals with pre-existing conditions can have access to
affordable health insurance.”20
But policymakers can’t have it both ways: support for dismantling these protections in whole or in
part is not compatible with support for “maintaining coverage for pre-existing conditions.”
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